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PALESTINIAN
HERITAGE AT A

GLANCE

Day Tour

 

Tour Details: Departure: Monday &

Thursday 

Duration: Full Day – 9 Hours 

Place: Birzeit

Meeting point: Jerusalem Hotel

Time: 9:00 AM

Group size:  Minimum 6 persons

Price:  $120

 Inclusions:
Local- English speaking guide - Lunch - 
Transportation
 

Through this one-day tour, you will be able to

capture the cultural heritage of Birzeit, the Capital

of Palestinian Heritage. The tour starts at “Kherbet”

Birzeit. From there we head to the Palestine

Museum where an array of exceptional exhibits will

be waiting to engage you in a lifetime experience.

The museum’s building and Gardens are unique

attractions on their own, and will leave a long-

lasting memory in your heart and mind.

Journey to This university town and
take a closer glimpse at the real
essence of  contemporary
Palestinian lifestyle and heritage
safekeeping



Later on, we continue by bus to

the town of Birzeit to visit Edward

Said National Conservatory (the

old Birzeit University campus) and

indulge ourselves with live music

performed by the students. From

the conservatory we walk down to

Palestine Circus School to explore

this one of a kind project in

Palestine. A heartfelt performance

might be just waiting for us in the

circus tent. 

 

The Historic iconic Center of

Birzeit is a must visit. It

encompass  dozens of historic

buildings and a number of

cultural centers like the science

house, the tea house, the people’s

museum and the charitable

women society.

 

 

A visit to Birzeit is not complete
without trying  the local
Shepherd’s beer and the Dawaly
wine.

From the historic center, we head down to the

water spring (Ein) in Ein Daloub. Along the way, we

can enjoy the various agricultural terraces and an

authentic farmer’s brunch, Qalayet Bandoura – a

sautéed Tomato and eggs Stew- cooked on

burning wood and served with fresh mint tea.
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